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GENERAL

A group of 36 unpatented mining claims in the Townships of 

Halkirk and Watten, District of Rainy River, was surveyed by magnetic 

and electromagnetic methods during the period February 12 - October 

14* 1959. The claims covered by this report are numbered FF 12326 

to FF 12363 inclusive. The property, acquired by PCS Explorations 

Limited*adjoins a block of claims originally staked by Noranda Mines, 

Limited, and was merged with the Noranda block on June 30, 1959. A 

portion of the property, mainly lake area, was surveyed by Geo-Tech 

nical Development Company Limited for PCE Explorations, Limited. The 

balance of the block was surveyed by Noranda Exploration Company Limited, 

REASONS FOB SURVEYS

The purpose of the surveys was to locate magnetic and 

electromagnetic anomalies that may lead to the discovery of valuable 

sulphide ores. 

COMPANIES CONDUCTING SURVEY

The northwest part of the 36 claim group was covered by a 

combined electromagnetic and magnetometer survey conducted by Geo- 

Technical Development Company Limited for PCE Exploration Company 

Limited, All the following claims were covered by this winter surveys

FF 12329 - 12332 inc.

FF 12344

FF 12346

FF 12348 - 12351 inc.



INTRODUCTION

The P.C.E. portion of the combined Noranda-P.C.E. property 

comprise* 36 claim*; NOB. FF l232S to PF 12363. These claims are 

situated on and south of Grassy Portage Bay, Rainy Lake, in the

townships of Vatten and Halkirk, District of Rainy Rirer, Ontario.
by 

They were acquired from the P.C.B. Exploration Co. Ltd. ,/Noranda

Exploration Co. Ltd., under the terms of a merger deal inrolving 

60 adjoining claims of Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. This assessment 

work report applies to 36 claims. Only those assessment work credits 

actually attributable to the P.C.E. portion hare been submitted. 

ACCESS

Access to the P.C.E. group is by means of the C.M.R.

railway - Winnipeg - Lakehead line which lies Just north of the group. 

In summer, a 20 mile boat trip from Fort Frances provides access, 

and in winter, vehicles use the same route safely on the ice. Light 

charter plane serrice is available in Fort Frances. 

QEOLOGT 

GEMERAL

The geological surrey was conducted in conduction with 

geophysical surveying and prospecting of the group. Special geological 

attention was thus directed toward areas of geophysical interest, 

and areas of structural or mineralised interest. 

PREVIOUS WORK

In Idd6 and again in 1911 A.C. Lawson mapped the Rainy 

Lake Area for the G.S.C. and published his now classical account on
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Partial coverage was made on the claims FP 12333* 12343* 12345* 14347* 

12360, 4 12363.

The balance of the claims was surveyed by technicians employed by 

Crone Geophysics ( a Noranda Geophysical organisation) during the 

period July l - October 14* 1959.

The magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys are discussed 

under separate headings. 

(1) MAONBTOMBTER 3URYBT

As no absolute intensity base station is known in the area, 

arbitrary gamma values were chosen and station readings are relative 

to a given base on the property. The Noranda survey is related to a 

base station near Nickel Lake, and enough duplication of readings on 

previously surveyed PCI stations was done to establish a relationship. 

However, because of the difference in instruments, sensitivity, and 

personnel it is deemed unwise to alter the gamma results. Separate 

maps of these surveys are thus enclosed, and discussion will refer 

to these separate maps. Dr. Graham's remarks are herewith quoted 

with the reservation that gamma values are relative to the area covered 

by the Geo-Technical Development Co. map t

"The magnetic intensities vary from minus 1300 gammas to 
plus 15000 gammas. The contouring of the magnetic values conforms to 
the strike of the formations.

"Magnetic intensities fall, for the most part, into two sets 
of values, namely those between 1,000 and 2,000 gammas, and those 
between 5*000 and d,000 gammas. There are other areas where the 
magnetic readings are considerably higher than normal. These are 
indicated on the accompanying plan as anomalies A,B, and C. In addition 
to the above anomalies, there are other isolated higher-than-normal 
magnetic areas".
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"With one exception, all the strong magnetic readings lie 
vithin the area of 5000 gamma or better".

"Two belt* where magnetic readings exceed 5*000 gammas 
are present. One of these lies along the north edge of the property 
under the waters of Grassy Portage Bay. This belt has a minimum 
width of 1,200 feet, extending north beyond the property limits. 
Twelve hundred feet to the south of this belt is the second parallel 
northeasterly trenching belt. It has an indicated length of approx 
imately 3,200 feet and a width in the order of 350 feet."

The portion of the property surveyed by Noranda Exploration 

is that portion on the south shore of Grassy Portage Bay. Some over 

lapping of magnetometer readings on PCS survey was done. On the 

land portion, the normal magnetometer reading is approximately 5,000 

gammas. A broad area over the west and central part of the claim 

group shows readings which deviate only a few hundred gammas from this 

normal reading.

Two belts of magnetite-bearing amphibolites within the 

gabbro underlying most of the land portion of the property are dist 

inctly outlined by the magnetics, the iso-magnetic contours conforming 

to the strike of these formations. The northern belt of higher 

magnetics is traceable across five claims approximately along the 

"Noranda-PCS Base line*. It is interrupted at O -f 00 line (Traverse 

Inlet grid) where a strong NE - SV linear cuts this amphibolite form 

ation. The magnetic values over the amphibolite cone average about 

8,000 gammas, with separate high "spots" having closed contours up 

to 20,000 gammas range occuaing on lines 242, 8B, 4E, l6W, 2SW, and 

32W. Several of these show a negative gamma value on the north aide 

of the high readings, suggesting a dip of the magnetic cone to the

south.
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The southern belt of amphibolite and associated magnetic 

anomaly occurs along the south boundary of the claim group. Gamma 

values range up to 18000 on the high spots, but in general the average 

is about 8000 gammas. Low values and negative values south of the 

high spots suggest a dip to the north for the magnetic zones. Else 

where on the land portion of the property only a few high erratic spot 

anomalies occur in the gabbro, and suggest minor local concentration 

of magnetite perhaps of magmatic segregation origin. 

INSTRUMENTS AND 3ENSITI7ITY

The instrument used on the portion of the property surveyed 

by PCS was a Sharpe A-2 magnetometer with a sensitivity of 33 gammas 

per scale division. The instrument used by Noranda Exploration on the 

land portion of the property was an Askania Torsion magnetometer with a 

scale constant of 246.8 gammas per degree, and readable to about 

5 gammas.

Cn the PCX work, a base control station was established on 

line l6W at 200 S and at 5 other locations. Readings were taken at 

100 foot intervals along picket lines set up 400 feet apart.

On Noranda work, a base control station was established 

near Nickel Lake station, and sub-control staions throughout the 

property. The instrument was carefully checked at these control stations 

for day - to - day drift, and diurnal drift, and the intensity changes 

noted were applied as progressive adjustments to each reading of 

the day.
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2. ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS
was 

The PCS winter work, shown on the accompanying map,X mainly

done with the Sharpe SE 200 E.M. unit, with minor check work with 

the Ronka Mark 1. Noranda work was done with the Crone "Junior" 

X.M. unit.

The PCS winter electromagnetic surrey outlined sereral 

conductire zones, located as follows:

The most westerly conductor extends from line 56 V, 300 N 

to line 72 V, 200 H, with an indicated length of 1600 feet.

A second conductor extends from 44V, 450 N to 48V, 550 N. A 

third conductor extends from line 24V, 700 N to line 40V, 750 N with 

an indicated length of about 1700 feet.

A fourth conductor is indicated about 300 feet to the south 

of the abore, between lines 24V and 32 V.

A fifth conductor lies between 36 V 1500 S and 40 W 1450 S.

A sixth conductor near the east boundary of the PCB group is 

somewhat intermittentj it extends between line O and line 12V, 250 to 

35 feet north of the base line.

Most of these conductors lie within the area of the mag 

netite-bearing agglomerates, or magnetic iron formations. The most 

pronounced howerer, coincides id, t h the magnetic anomaly indicated on 

the belt of amphibolite occurring within the hornblende gabbro sill, 

about 1500 feet south of the baseline between lines 36 V and 40 V, 

(PCX winter grid).
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A Ronka Mark - l electromagnetic cheek surrey was done on 

line 28V and 30V. On line 28V the surrey vas done fro. 300S to UOON 

and on line 32V a cheek was made from the base line to 1600N. Veak 

conductors were indicated, corresponding with the abore described 

conductors between 28V and 32V respectirely at 45ON and 700H. A strong 

conductor at 135ON is beliered to be due to sulphide-bearing iron 

formation.

Humorous "rererse" cross orers were indicated by the PCE 

work, but the significance of these is not known.

The Noranda Electromagnetic surrey used the Crone "Junior" 

unit exelusirely. The results of this surrey are shown on the map 

accompanying this report. The receirer coil dip angles were taken 

at 100 foot interrals along trarerse lines cut 400 feet apart orvr 

the group. Vhererer significant angles were obtained the station 

interral was reduced to fifty feet, and intermediate lines established 

between the 400 foot grid lines. The readings shown on the map are 

the resultants of indiridual "chief-helper" readings. Readings pre 

ceded by the -f- re sign represent a resultant angle to the north 

(in this case on a N.S. line with the chief coil to the north) and 

readings preceded by a  re sign represent a resultant angle to the 

south. Readings on the crosslines of the grid were taken with the 

chief coil at the station position and the helper coil 200 feet south 

of this point. On the base line and tie lines read, the chief coil is 

200 feet to the east of the helper coil.
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The conductive areas detected are indicated on the map. 

Through experience it has been found that contouring the - 3O 

r.eading gives a good indication of anomalous conductive areas. 

Weaker angles (lo - 20 ) are within the limit of reading of the levels 

on the instrument and are therefore not considered significant* Some 

significance has been afforded "true" crossovers - a change from 

minus to positive readings northwards (or eastward*) on a line* however, 

these can become uninterpretable in the presence of magnetite which 

distorts the primary fields to give a strong plus resultant. The 

amount of 'out of phase' noise observed in the null of the transmitted 

signalj as well as the width of the null itselfj is noted and used 

in the interpretation of results.

Only a few conductive areas occur within the area of the 

claim group covered by this report* An anomaly area occurs near the 

base line between 12V and 36W, but the conductive areas are rather 

weak and do not form a continuous conductor - the negative buildups 

indicate very short, rather weak conductors - possibly a sons of 

weakly disseminated sulphides associated with the belt of magnetite- 

bearing amphibolites which underly this area.

A northeast trending conductive area about 1200 feet long 

occurs in claim 12335* This is associated with a weak magnetic anomaly. 

Some magnetic amphibolites were observed in the anomaly area, but as 

most of the ground is covered by beaver swamps, the reason for the 

conductivity is unknown.
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A weak area of conductirity occurs about l| claims south 

of the anomaly described above. It extends orer two lines, and though 

it is weakly conductive, and shows no corresponding magnet i c^ it may 

be significant in that minor sulphides were noted in the gabbro in the 

anomaly vicinity.

An anomaly at 28W and 53, (original Noranda grid) and 

extending at least 400 feet and possibly to 8V on PCE winter grid 

to the west is to be further investigated.

Complete coverage of the lake portion of the PCX group by 

the Crone Junior Electromagnetic unit is planned by Noranda Exploration 

for the winter 1959 - oO. 

INSTRUMENTS AHP SENSITIVITY

Three types of electromagnetic equipment were used on the 

property .

I By Oeo-Technical Survey Co. Ltd. for PCX

(1) Sharpe Model 51 200

(2) Ronka Hark l

II By Noranda Exploration

(3) Crone "Junior* Electromagnetic Unit.

The Sharpe Model SE - 200 is composed of a transmitter 

coil and a receiver coil powered by two lantern batteries. The current 

used was 1200 cycles per second. One configuration, that of the 

receiver coil horizontal, transmitter vertical, was used. This is the 

conventional vertical method. The receiver and transmitter carrying 

operators were a distance of 400 feet apart along neighboring picket 

lines.
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The Ronka Nark l unit conaiata of a tranamitter coil and 

receiving coil, both horizontal and maintained a fixed diatanee of

200 faat apart. A racuum tuba oaeillator and battary aupply an
a 

alternating current to/tranamitting coil at a frequency of 876 cyelea

par aaeond. The receiving ceil with coapenaatora and battariea 

meaaurea tha in phaaa and out of phaae componenta of tha aeeondary 

field, expreaaad in percentage change from the normal electro-magnetic 

field.

The Crone portable Junior Electromagnetic unit ("JBM") ia 

manufactured by Noranda Minea, Ltd., Crone Oeophyaiea Diriaion. 

The unit operatea on a frequency of 1800 cyelea, and ia generally 

uaed with a receirer-tranemitter apaoing of 200 feet. There ia no 

cable connecting the two parta of tha unit. The tranamittar coila 

are inclined from the vertical by 12 degreea to increaae penetration. 

The tranamitter in each unit haa an output of 5 watta - thia powar 

ia proTidad by two 6 rolt Radarlight lantern batteriea in aach unit; 

thia powar provides a null of 2O to 3O at a 200 foot apaeing. Patent 

ia pending on thia inatvument. 

SURYIY DATA

Milea of line cut, chained, picketed........ 27.85

Nilea of grid aatabliahad on lake........... 9.6

Magnetic atationa eatabliahed............... 2012

(a) Sharps A2 magnetometer .............. 608

(b) Aakania toraionmagnatometer......... 1404

Blectro magnetic atationa aatabliahad ...... 2204

(d) Sharpe SB 200 ...................... 625

(b) Ronka Mark l ...................... 33

(e)
Crone JBM^-546 (each atation repreaenta two trana 

mitter establishments and two
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receirer establishments )

QgMSRAL QSOLOQY

The geology of the claim group is shown on the geological 

map accompanying a report on the geology submitted along with this 

report.

Respectfully submitted,

R.S. tfoolrerton 
exploration Department

October 12, 1959
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Procambrian correlation. His simplified geological column was set up 

using the area for a type area for the whole Canadian shield; this 

has since been generally superceded by the recognition of not only 

separate orogenic belts within the Shield Area, but of varying age 

relationships of volcanics and sediments even within one belt as 

should be expected from the general geosynclinal theory. His type 

area names* first applied at Rainy Lake, such as Keewatin, Algoman, 

Laurentian, and Conehiching, still persist and are applied, with 

reservations, throughout the Canadian Shield. 

PRESENT 3DBV1Y

During the summer of 1959 the P.C.S. claim group was mapped 

as part of a survey of the combined property by geologists under 

supervision ef B.S. Woolverton of Noranda exploration Co. Ltd. Property 

geologist, responsible for mapping, was C.J. Hodgson, B.Se. of McGill 

University. The property was mapped on a scale of l" - 200 feet, 

traverses being along picket lines cut at 400 - foot intervals, in 

anomaly areas 200 feet apart. General control was established by 

Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, Forest Resources Inventory 

maps on a scale ef l* - i mile, and details of shore line, etc. were 

filled in using l* s 400* scale enlargements of standard Ontario 

Government air photographs. Field maps were draughted at l" - 200*. 

These were photo-reduced to l" - 400' and redraughfed by Noranda 

Exploration Department. The accompanying map shows the geology of the 

south half of the combined properties.
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In general the bedrock on the land portion of the property 

is well exposed, orerburden is relatirely thin, and albeit there are 

a few bearer ponds and flooded areas, no large areas of muskeg were 

encountered,

TABLE OP FORMATIONS 

CENOZOIC

Sand, grarel, boulders; lake and stream deposits. 

PRECAMBRIAN 

Algoman

Granite, sjenite 

Keewatin-trpe

Actinolitic amphibolite der. intrusires. 

Basic and intermediate dyke rocks 

Hornblende gabbro

Intusire contact

Andesite

Tuff, agglomerate; siliceous iron-formation

Meta-sediments

Amphibolite )
( gadational contacts 

Meta-sediments )

Amphibolite and Garnet Meta-sediments

Bands of amphibolite and meta-sediment ( a garnetiferous- 

quarts-feldspar rock), lie south of the main hornblande gabbro 

intrusire on the property, and are considerably interbedded and 

have gradational contacts. The amphibolites are massire, black,

fine-to medium-grained rocks, locally garnetiferous; where
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intarbaddad with garnat mata-sediments they may ba highly 

silicaous and/or highly garnatifarou*. Tha Beta-sediments ara 

generally massire, gray to black, uniform rocks containing up 

to 2Q1L garnet. It seams likely that the siliceous amphibolites 

were originally greywacke type sediments, whereas the lighter 

coloured, more aluminous (garnetiferous) rocks were better sorted 

silty sandstones. 

META-SEDIMBff3 (Mica Schists)

A northern belt of meta-sediments occurs north and off 

the property toward the Laurentian granite plug cantered on Rice 

Bay, and north of the Keewatin-type pyroclastics. Thasa consist 

of grey, and brown mica-quartz-feldspar schists and knotty mica 

schists of low grade metamorphism derired from pelitic and sandy 

sediments. Interbedding with pyroclastics is common along the 

contacts. 

TUFF. AGGLOMERATE. AND IRON FORMATION

A belt of interbedded rolcanic tuff, agglomerate, and 

minor iron formation is well exposed along the shores of Grassy 

Portage Bay on the claim group. Some mixing and interbedding 

with andesite flows, sediments, and dyke rock was noted.

The particle sise in the agglomerates range up to 3/4 

of an inch; the rock is of intermediate composition and has a 

typical purplish colour on the fresh surface. It is in most 

places highly magnetic.
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Tuffs range from black basaltic types through mauve, 

grey, and green intermediate types, to a minor, blue-grey, buff- 

weathering acid type. Except for the last, they are commonly 

magnetic.

The pyroclastic series contain nan y interbedded highly 

magnetic members, termed "iron formation**. Generally these 

rocks are green or black, locally grey, are aphanitic, hard, 

and massive and contain from 5 to 20JC magnetite, and on this pro 

perty, minor pyrrhotite and pyrite. On the property adjoining 

to the west, these iron formations contain massive and dissemin 

ated pyrrhot&e and pyrite, in well bedded slatey tuff members. 

On the P.C.E. group, local bedding was noted in the tuffs. 

ANDESITE

series of grey andesitic flows and minor related por 

phyries and pyroclastics, occur between the main tuff agglomerate 

belt on the north and the main gabbro intrusire on the south. 

This rock belt is fairly wide on the Noranda portion of the comb 

ined group but pinches out westward, learing only a small wedge 

exposed on a point in Grassy Portage Bay. In general, close to 

the contact with the gabbro, the andesite has been altered to a 

mediuBi grained amphibolite; this alteration may be related to 

ore metasomatism. In many places the andesite has been recry- 

stallised by regional metamorphism, and only diligent search 

reveals primary volcanic structures such as pillow, vesicles, 

flow lines, or How tops.
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Hornblende Gabbro

Hornblende fabbro occurs a* a wide sill through the 

central part, and underlies Boat of the claim group. It ia 

bounded on the north and vest by andesite and pyroclastics, and 

on the south by amphibolite and meta-sediments and appears to be 

intrusire into all these rocks. It is a medium-to coarse 

grained rock with from 30 to ftOJf feldspar, the balance being 

almost all hornblende. In general, the south and east side of the 

sil is anorthositic. Much of the gabbro is dark in colour, 

and lenses and bands of coarse, black, rusty-weathering amphibolite 

are common, and may represent altered inclusions or intruaives.

The north intrusire contact is usually relatirely sharp 

and seems to be rertieal. The south contact is howerer, diff 

icult to define beaause of the gradational effect, possibly 

imposed by metamorphism due to nearby Algoman granite intrusives. 

Basic and Intermediate Dykes

Grey, aphanitic to medium-grained dykes are widespread, 

especially in the gabbro. The smaller ones hare the appearance 

of andesite and are in places biotitic. In larger dykes, diabasic 

or gabbro texture is in places dereloped. They are probably 

related to the gabbro intrusion, and may represent a late stage 

of basic intrusire actirity possibly pre-Laurentian granite. 

Actinolitic Amphibolite-   

Irregular, and elongate masses of aetinolitie amphibolite 

occur in all of the older rocks of the area. The rock is * 

fine to coarse, green to yellowish green amphibolite, locally
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coarsely porphyritic (or porphyroblastic). It usually contains 

fins to eoarss crystals and crystal aggregates of magnetite 

up to 20? of the rock. Because of its widespread ocourrance 

and close association with dyke rocks, it is considered to be of 

intrusire origin. The main mass in the gabbro crosses the P.C.B. 

claim group in a NB-SW direction and pinches out westward about 

500 feet fro* Grassy Portage Bay near the west boundary of the 

group. 

SYENITE

A few dykes of syenite occur on the claims. Whether 

they are delated to Laurentian or Algoman granitic actirity 

in the area is not known. The syenite dykes are white, or pink, 

composed of orthoclase, biotite, minor quarts and are generally 

aplitic in texture. Nowhere on the property do they exceed 15 

feet in width; a few occur in the ricinity of the north boundary 

of claim FP 12339 and PP 12340. These may be apophyses off a larger 

syenite intrusire underlying this area, or they may be complem 

entary dykes of diabasic or dioritic dykes.

No outcrops of granite occur on the P.C.B. group, 

though Laurentian and Algoman granite intrusives are common in 

the general area.
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STRUCTURE

The claim group 11*8 on the south and south east flank of a 

dome-like structure centered on a plug of Laurentian granite exposed 

at Bice Baj to the northwest. The hornblende gabbro occurs as a large 

sill intruded intc and infolded within the greenstones, and extends 

along the south side of Grassy Portage Bay, curring in a large arc to 

the northeast*

Numerous linear structures were noted in the preliminary photo 

study of the property, and on the ground these were found to be gulleys, 

scarps, and depressions caused by fractures or Jointing in bedrock. 

No definite eridence of movement was noted on any of these fractures. 

A strong shearing was noted in pyroclastics in a drill hole near the 

shoreline about i mile east of the P.C.I, group east boundary. There 

appears to be fair eridence of some significance of these linears in 

ore deposition on the adjoining ground.

ECONOMIC QgQLOQT

No ore Bones or showings of sulphide mineral hare been found 

on the P.C.S. group. In the south amphibolite and sedimentary belt, 

the abundance and persistence of chalcopyrite mineralisation may be 

significant. This area is worth a careful prospecting, and cheeking of 

associated anomalies. Structures may yet be found which have acted 

as localicers of ore mineralisation .

On the Noranda group on the east, copper mineralisation has 

been found in altered zones in the gabbro close to the north contact
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with the andesite. Fost of this north contact on the P.C.B. group 

is under the waters of the Bay. For this reason further geophysical 

work and drilling is planned

Respectfully Submitted,

R. 8. Voolrerton 
Exploration Department

October 13, 6 14, 1959
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